Willaston School ‘Isolation Learning Pack’- Year 5
Week 1
Daily Reading
Reading with your child at home will help your child in all areas of school. Research
shows the importance of reading on a daily basis in developing their use and
understanding of vocabulary. Please spend at least 15 minutes a day reading with
your child to provide them the continuity they need whilst isolating at home.

Literacy

PE
During Lockdown Fitness fanaticJoe Wicks provided a marvellous
collection of fitness videos for
families to enjoy.
Challenge- How many of his work
outs can you complete? Set yourself
a goal and see how close you can
get!

Look at the Pobble attached to this week’s learning- ‘Disappearing World’

Task 1- Looking at the picture closely, What do you think might be at the end of the road?
Draw or describe what you have imagined.
Task 2- Question Time! Answer the questions provided in full sentences to show your
thoughts.
Task 3- Story Starer! Read the start of the story provided and finish it in your own way. Be
as creative as you can and provide as much detail as possible to interest your reader.

Numeracy

Task 1- Code Cracker! Follow the clues step by step to crack the code and reveal the hidden answer!
Cast your mind back to the place value activities we did in class to help you!
Task 2- Practise, Practice, Practice! Use the attached times table activities to develop your times
table knowledge!
Topic
Make something marvellous from toilet roll inners!
Collect as many toilet roll inners as you can to create your very
own masterpiece.
Task 1- Design your ideas on paper/computer
Task 2- Create your masterpiece!
Task 3- Reflect on the process- What went well? What would you do differently next
time? Why?

Help at Home Challenges
Be a hoovering helper!
Use those muscles to hoover
as many rooms in the house
as you can!
Be a demon duster!
Ask an adult for a duster/
cloth and polish all things
wood!

